One out of every 15 children
in the world lives in rural
China and has substandard
access to education.

The Challenge
Tens of millions of children growing up
in China’s high-poverty communities do
not have access to a quality education.

Teach For China seeks to address one
of the greatest social inequities affecting
China’s low-income populations today – the
fact that where a child is born determines
his or her educational prospects, and,
therefore, life opportunities. Tens of millions
of children growing up in China’s highpoverty communities do not have access to
a quality education. While 70% of students
from China’s major cities attend college,
less than 5% of students from poor rural
areas go on to higher education. This reality
makes the challenge of escaping poverty
an even more daunting task.

Children in Teach For China’s placement
communities face many challenges that
prevent them from attending college in
the same numbers as their urban peers,
including pronounced poverty, a lack of
early education opportunities, and low
levels of engagement from parents and the
community. Rural students can overcome
these daunting challenges with the help
of exceptional educators who inspire and
lead them to succeed. Unfortunately, the
children who most need excellent teachers
are those who are least likely to be afforded
access to them.
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our approach

“

Every time I visit [Fellows’] classes, I can see how
hard they work. They throw all of their energy into the
classroom. They believe that anywhere can become
a space to learn. Any time they sit with students, and
chat with them about anything, they always treat it
as an opportunity to teach something…their own
expectations of themselves are very high.

”

Principal Dai, Xingfu Elementary School
Recruitment and Selection

Teach For China recruits outstanding
American and Chinese college graduates
and young professionals (called “Fellows”)
and trains them to serve in full-time, twoyear teaching commitments at underresourced schools. Through this simple
model, we both bring inspired educators to
underserved students, and develop a cohort
of lifelong leaders committed to advancing
the cause of educational equity. The key
dimensions of our approach are:

Teach For China draws its corps of Fellows
from the ranks of top college graduates
and young professionals in China and the
United States. In both nations, Teach For
China makes use of a variety of channels
to aggressively recruit excellent candidates
from diverse academic backgrounds. In
2010-2011, we fielded over a thousand
applications to select over 100 new Fellows
from nearly 60 different top universities
in both the United States and China.
Our recruitment efforts are proving that
successful future leaders in both China
and the United States share a strong
desire to impact change and create a
better future.
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Phoebe Jiang
Fellow ‘10,
Colorado College
Maolan Middle School
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Training

Support
Teach For China continues to invest
heavily in furthering the professional
development of Fellows once they
leave the Summer Institute and
enter the classroom. The Training
and Support team works full time
in placement communities to coach
Fellows to become more effective
teachers and to make a significant
impact on their students. Training
and support staff set ambitious
goals for Fellows and manage
them in partnership with local school
administrators and teachers.

Teach For China’s intensive six
to eight-week Summer Institute
prepares Fellows to be effective
classroom instructors, strong
cross-cultural communicators,
and integrated members of their
placement communities.
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Alumni Impact
In the long term, Teach For China
is developing a movement of
leaders that will work across a
variety of sectors to end educational
inequality. We work to strengthen
the pathways by which Fellows
can achieve success in a range
of professions after they complete
the Fellowship. This includes
efforts to forge partnerships
with universities, government,
business, and civil society in the
US and China in order to create
post-service opportunities such as
internships, post-graduate degrees
and mentorship programs.

Local Engagement
Teach For China works closely with
government partners on program
design and implementation,
ensuring that all of its work is tailored
to the specific needs of low-income
schools. Each stage of Teach For
China’s model – teacher recruiting,
training, placement, support, and
evaluation – is sanctioned by
provincial authorities and aligned
with the needs of local school
systems.
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our impact
Teach For China Fellows are leading their
students to success by helping them to
develop the knowledge, skills, and mindsets
necessary to access higher educational
and broader life opportunities.

“theMany
of my students now believe for
first time that, through education,

In the 2011-2012 academic year, over 150
Chinese and American Fellows are teaching
in 37 middle and elementary schools
in Yunnan and Guangdong provinces.
Through direct classroom instruction
and extracurricular programming, these
Fellows will reach a combined total of over
22,500 students.

they can have a positive impact on the
quality of their own lives and on their
community. This represents one of the
accomplishments that I am most proud
of as a Teach For China Fellow.

”

Hao Linshuo
Fellow ‘10,
8th Grade English
Heqing No. 2 Middle School
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广东潮汕
Chaoshan region
Guangdong Province

above Teach For China areas
of operation: Lincang and
Dali Prefectures, Yunnan
Province; Shantou Prefecture,
Guangdong Province.

As a Fellow during Teach For China’s 200910 inaugural year, Colin implemented a
student-based approach to learning that
raised his classroom’s English test average
to #1 in its age group at Songgui Middle
School. In his second year with Teach For
China, he assumed the role of Program
Manager and oversaw the activities of
10 new Fellows. Along with Fellow ’10
Hao Linshuo, he coached 20 students
to compete in the county-wide annual
English speech competition. Seven of
these students won second-place prizes,
and six won first-place prizes and went on
to compete at the prefectural level.

Colin Pfeiffer
Fellow ’09,
Princeton University
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Zhang Qiang’s 7th grade math class of 51
students ranked second-to-last in Dazhai
Middle School in the 2009-10 academic
year. After teaching during the 2010-2011
academic year, he propelled his classroom
average on the math exam to #1 in the
county. Outside of the classroom, he
worked with other math teachers at his
school to develop strategies for improving
classroom management and instructional
pedagogy.

Zhang Qiang
Fellow ’10,
Tsinghua University

inadequate transportation, and economic
inefficiency. Their innovative solutions
included community recycling programs,
gambling rehabilitation projects, community
water usage programs, and economic
cooperatives.

They tackled a variety of issues,
including environmental pollution,
inadequate transportation, and
economic inefficiency.

above ‘10 Fellows Tom Hoffecker, Zhang
Qiang, Gareth Collins, and He Liu, Yunxian
Dazhai Middle School

Each group presented its ideas before
peers in a school-wide contest. The winning
group from Beiya village, which proposed a
plan to clean up pollution surrounding their
community market, won a trip to Beijing.
During the trip, which was the first time
that any of the students had flown in an
airplane or left their home county, they
visited the city’s major historical sites
and met with students from Peking and
Tsinghua Universities, China’s two most
prestigious colleges.

In the spring of 2011, Fellows Hao Linshuo
and Li Ying, with the guidance of Senior
Fellow and Program Manager Colin
Pfeiffer, organized an innovative community
engagement project at Heqing County
Number 2 Middle School. Students were
divided into small groups and charged
with devising their own solutions to the
major problems they saw facing their home
communities. They tackled a variety of
issues, including environmental pollution,
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our partnership
with teach for all

“

It was completely inspiring and humbling [to see]
their teachers work with such a sense of purpose and
their program team engage so thoughtfully in the deep
questions that are at the center of our work...these are
early days in Teach For China’s life, but the potential
is so clear and the program is yet another example
of the possibility in a network of organizations all
[building] ever-expanding and ever-accelerating
movements for educational opportunity.

”

Wendy Kopp
Founder, Teach For America
Teach For China carries out its mission
as a partner in the global network Teach
for All (www.teachforall.org). Teach For
All is a consortium of social enterprises
in 19 different countries working to tackle
education inequality through a similar model
of enlisting each nation’s most promising
future leaders in the effort. Teach For All
provides Teach For China with a strong
global support network and resources
needed to both strengthen its organizational
infrastructure and greatly accelerate the
impact of the organization’s program on
the ground.

In November 2010, Teach For China had
the privilege of welcoming the founder and
CEO of Teach For America and Teach For
All, Wendy Kopp, to China. Ms. Kopp’s
visit was a watershed event in Teach For
China’s long-term mission of achieving
systemic impact in China’s under-resourced
schools. During her visit Ms. Kopp met with
Fellows in the field in Yunnan as well as
with distinguished friends and supporters in
Beijing and Hong Kong. She also addressed
an audience of some 300 students at Beijing
Normal University.
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Laura Zulliger (Fellow ‘10, Davidson
College) and Hu Zhenfeng (Fellow
‘10, Zhejiang University) team teach at
Fengqing Luodang Middle School
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Our Commitment
to Cross-Cultural
Collaboration

Teach For China works to strengthen
US-China relations by fostering future
leaders who are equipped and qualified
to solve problems cross-culturally. This
value is reflected in all aspects of the
organization, including our bi-cultural Board
of Directors, staff, and dual registration in
both the US and China. As these Chinese
and American Fellows work together – to
discuss classroom management, design
lesson plans, and inspire students – they
are pioneering a bilateral approach to
addressing global challenges.

by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and
State Councilor Liu Yandong. Engagement
with “100,000 Strong” will provide a sturdy
platform for Teach For China to forge lasting
and meaningful government partnerships
in both in the US and China.

“China…is
We are delighted that Teach For
expanding in support of

the 100,000 Strong Initiative. Teach
For China’s well-trained Fellows…
will be an important part of the next
generation of leaders who will manage
the bilateral relationship. We look
forward to seeing the contributions
Teach For China Fellows will make to
their school communities, to society
and to US-China relations.

To strengthen its role as a conduit for SinoAmerican collaboration, Teach For China
has formed a partnership with the USChina bilateral “100,000 Strong” initiative
to dramatically increase the number and
diversity of young Americans working and
studying in China.

”

Kurt M. Campbell
US Assistant Secretary of State for
East Asian and Pacific Affairs

Teach For China’s partnership with the
effort was formalized at the US-China
High-Level Consultation on People-toPeople Exchange in April 2011, hosted
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theory of
change

Short Term
Transformational Impact on
Students, Schools, and Fellows
Fellows serve as core subject
teachers for two years, equipping
the students of under-resourced
schools with vital knowledge,
skills, and motivation needed to
succeed academically. Armed with
this enhanced skill set and taught
within a culture of achievement,
students have the opportunity to
embark on dramatically improved life
paths. Simultaneously, through the
experience of teaching and working
with local administrations, Fellows
gain a deep understanding of the
issues surrounding educational
inequity, which equips them to serve
as leaders in other settings.

Teach For China seeks to effect deep
and meaningful change in the Chinese
education system in both the short and
long-term:
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Long Term
Alumni Leadership
By supporting former Fellows in their
future career paths and creating a
network of program alumni, Teach For
China fosters the development of a
corps of leaders who operate with the
deep conviction that all children can
achieve. Teach For China empowers
these alumni leaders to continue to
shape the educational landscape from
a variety of professional spheres,
including research, policy, civil society,
and responsible business. These alumni
leaders will have the power to bring
about long-term, systemic change.

Systemic Reform
Through the success of its model, Teach
For China is demonstrating that underprivileged students can succeed, and
that educational inequity is a problem
that can be solved. Working closely
with local education authorities and
government leaders, Teach For
China ensures meaningful, long-term
investment in a nation-wide education
system that will provide all students with
a high-quality education and that will
empower its students to reach their
full potential.
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support
teach for china
Together, we are building a robust culture
of giving in China.

Donations offer direct support to Teach For
China’s ongoing mission to end educational
inequality in China. Your generous
contributions help fund our efforts to recruit
outstanding Chinese and American young
leaders, develop a robust training and ongoing support system, and fund meaningful
community engagement projects that will
transform the lives of children in underresourced communities.

Corporate
Partnerships

As an official non-profit entity registered in
both the US and Yunnan, China, Teach For
China is eligible to receive tax-deductible
donations in both US dollars and Chinese
Renminbi. In the US, Teach For China is a
501(c)(3) non-profit organization; in China,
it is registered in Yunnan Province as a
non-corporate entity.

and

Foundation

Teach For China’s highly regarded
external partners share our commitment
to educational equity. Partners support our
work at various levels of commitment. If
you represent a corporation or foundation,
please contact our Development Office at
development@tfchina.org
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sponsor a teacher

Champion

1,000,000 RMB

20 Fellows

Leader

500,000 RMB

10 Fellows

Stakeholder

250,000 RMB

5 Fellows

Benefactor

100,000 RMB

2 Fellows

Sponsor

50,000 RMB

1 Fellow

You Can Make a Difference
Teach For China’s Sponsor A Teacher
Campaign brings together a community
of dedicated supporters committed to a
long-term solution for China’s education
gap. Teach For China’s donors are resultsoriented philanthropists who believe that
outstanding teachers can lead every child
to succeed. Together, we are pioneering
a robust culture of giving in China. Your
support will help foster inspired educators
and future leaders who are committed to
effecting systemic change.

Get Involved
Through your sponsorship, you will be
matched with one or more Fellows working
tirelessly to close the achievement gap
in China. Each of our Fellows, through
direct classroom instruction, extracurricular
initiatives, and other community involvement,
will reach around 150 students each school
year. Throughout the year, Teach For China
will help you to remain in contact with
Fellows and stay intimately involved with
their work in the classroom through regular
updates, mentorship opportunities, and
invitations to events.
For more information about how to give to
Teach For China or to join the Sponsor a
Teacher Campaign, please visit our website:
http://www.tfchina.org/donate, or contact
us at donate@tfchina.org
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Teach For China
Board of Directors

Ms. Dee Poon
Director, Y.L. Yang-Esquel Education
Foundation, Hong Kong

Ms. Caroline Cai Jinqing
Partner, Brunswick Group
Mr. Fang Fenglei
Chairman, Hopu Investment
Management

Dr. Sun Zhe
Director, Center for US-China Relations,
Tsinghua University

Mr. Peter Geithner
Advisor, Harvard University Asia Center

Dr. Wang Jisi
Director, Peking University School of
International Studies

Mr. Jimmy Hexter
Senior Partner, McKinsey and Company

Ms. Mei Zhang
Executive Director, Executive Office,
Goldman Sachs Hong Kong

Mr. Hua Xinghong
Managing Director, Cerberus Capital
Management, Asia
Ms. Wendy Kopp
Founder and CEO, Teach For America
Co-Founder and CEO, Teach For All
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The world is getting smaller but the gap
between those who have access to a
quality education and those who do not
continues to grow. At Teach For China we
are committed to a cross-cultural solution
to ensure that all children receive the
excellent education they deserve.

